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Event Materials
Documents

EASA-FAA 2015 Presentations
EASA-FAA Conference in 8 slides

Description

The EASA - FAA International Aviation Safety Conference has a long standing tradition: it has been organised and co-chaired by the two main technical aviation safety authorities of Europe and the US for the last three decades. Since 1983 the conference has been hosted in annually rotating order by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and the Joint Aviation Authorities (JAA), taken over on the European side by the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) in 2005.

This year, it is again Europe’s turn to organise the conference and the host country is Belgium. The conference will be held in Brussels, from 10-12 June 2015. It will
bring together over 400 senior aviation professionals from regulators, manufacturers, airlines and associations from all world regions. The EASA - FAA conference is probably the most well established event to discuss global aviation safety issues from the perspective of both the regulators and industry. From this perspective it is a unique aviation safety conference.
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